Congregation Beth Or publishes the Book of Remembrance through an endowment from the Goldsteins’ Rosenberg’s Raphael-Sacks Fund.
We will observe Yizkor on the following holidays in 5782:

Shemini Atzeret/Simchat Torah  September 28, 2021 at 9:00 am

Last Day of Passover  April 22, 2022 at 9:00 am

Shavuot  June 5, 2022  at 11:00 am

Jewish tradition teaches that between the living and the dead there is a window, not a wall. The culture of scientific materialism teaches that after death, the links between us and our loved ones who died are forever ended - a brick wall! But, like the rituals of Shiva, Kaddish, and Yahrzeit, Yizkor opens windows to loved ones who are no longer with us. Yizkor creates a sacred space and time, wherein we can open our hearts and minds to the possibility of a genuine interconnection with beloved family members and friends who have left behind the world of the living. Yizkor is a window. Within the wellsprings of our infinite souls we find the window of connection between the living and the dead. Prepare to open that window....

As you recite Yizkor prayers, let your senses and imagination serve as the vehicle of interconnection. For whom are you saying Yizkor today? Can you imagine their faces before your eyes? See their smiles; visualize how they might be standing if they were next to you. Do you recall the sound of their voices? Hear their words as you stand in prayer. Feel their presence right in this moment. In your mind, in your heart, allow a presence right in this moment. In your mind, in your heart, allow a conversation between you to unfold. What needs to be communicated this year? What’s the message you need to hear today? What are the silent prayers of the heart? What remains unspoken? Speak. Listen. Take your time. There is no reason to hurry. This is a timeless moment. Let all the radiance of their love be with you right now.
Those That Sleep In The Dust Shall Not Be Lost

Think for a moment of the lost lives of the Champlain Towers in Surfside, Florida. This is my home community. The building, on the 88th block of Collins Avenue was only 34 blocks north from my apartment, where I grew up in the 1960s. While I cannot remember the building in particular, as it was an undifferentiated condo in a concrete canyon of apartments, it has come to be a symbol of the fragility of life.

Hundreds of people went to bed, on June 24th, not to wake up and be lost amidst the rubble of that ill-fated building. When we say, from our machzor, “who shall live and who shall die,” we only have to think of the Champlain Towers to visualize this fearful and awful notion of our mortality.

So how do we deal with this tragic loss? How do we deal with any loss? So many have said that they prefer to be taken quickly so that there is no suffering. No one wants a prolonged demise. But the converse is also true. Those who died so suddenly in June amidst a rumble and then a collapsing boom had no moment to reach out, no time to say good bye and in this case, no body to bury.

If we were able to say goodbye, even to a loved one who slowly died, we were given a gift that the families of Champlain Tower were denied. Even in our own real and powerful pain and loss, we can be grateful.

In the final episode of my favorite Netflix show, Shtissel, Shulem is sitting with Akiva and Nuchem. He quotes the great Yiddish author, Isaac Bashevis Singer:

The dead don’t go anywhere. They are all here.
Each man is a cemetery. An actual cemetery, in which lie all our grandmothers and grandfathers, the father and mother, the wife and the child. Everyone is here all the time.

Then the dead and the living join Shtissel at the table, eating festively and laughing.

How brief is life. How fleeting our days. As the families of those who lost loved ones in Surfside, know all too well. But even when they are gone, they are not absent, so long as our minds reason and our hearts beat. The dead are a part of us. We are all, according to the Yiddish author, cemeteries that house the souls of the departed whom we honor now with prayer, remembrance and faith.

While our departed loved ones lie in the dust, may they also reside in a more permanent and sacred place.

Rabbi Gregory S. Marx
Yizkor 2021 - Tishrei 5782
Picking Up Where They Left Off

The Mourner’s Kaddish never mentions death. Instead, when we say this prayer, we assert that God’s name will be magnified and sanctified. So why is it, then, that the Kaddish is the signature prayer of the mourner? This year, one answer to this age old question resonates with me more than the rest.

To think about, let alone speak of, the magnitude of loss we have endured this year due to the coronavirus is almost unbearable. So this year, the hesitancy to mention death in the Kaddish particularly resonates. To mention death can overwhelm us but the Kaddish reminds us that we need not even speak of death to remember our loved ones. When we have no words, we can act. Through our traditions and acts of lovingkindness, we honor those we remember.

Our care for our Jewish community, our devotion to humanity, our creativity, and our dedication to justice, are all reflections of the divine spark within each of us. Therefore, our good deeds on this earth are a magnification and sanctification of God’s name. When we die, we can no longer impact this world through our deeds. As it says in Psalm 115, “The dead cannot praise the Lord, nor any who go down into silence. But we will bless the Lord now and forever.” So through the words of Mourner’s Kaddish, mourners pick up the baton set down by the person they are remembering. The deeds of the deceased may be no more, but the words of the mourner allow their deeds to continue to reverberate.

The Kaddish does not explain why loss is part of our world. Attending a Yizkor service does not always make us feel any more ready to speak of death. Nevertheless, we pray that gathering together to remember will inspire us to go back out into the world and honor the memories of our loved ones through our deeds which magnify and sanctify the name of our Creator.

Rabbi Jason Bonder
O God, You are my God; 
at first light I seek You.

My soul thirsts for You,  
my flesh longs for You,  
as in a dry and weary land,  
where there is no water.

So do I look for You in the sanctuary,  
to behold Your power and Your glory.  
Your love is better than life;  
my lips will extol You.

And I will praise You with my life:  
for You have been my help,  
and in the shadow of Your wings  
I sing for joy.

Psalm 90

Adonai, through all generations, we have found our home in You  
Before the mountains rose up, before the birth-pangs of the Earth  
You alone have been with us, steadfast and constant for all time.  
In the end You return us to dust, saying: “Come home now,  
daughters and sons of Adam and Eve — you are mortal.”  
In Your sight a thousand years pass in an instant,  
like a fleeting watch in the night. But how brief the span of our lives!  
Our years flow by in a dream; we sleep away our days.  
In the morning we blossom in beauty; in the evening we wither.  
Burnt like grass in the blasting heat of summer,  
we perish like chaff on the wind.  
A human life may be three score years and ten;  
or four score years, for those who are blessed with strength.  
So many days consumed by toil and troubles  
then our time is cut short; and too soon we go into the dark.  
So teach us to number our days,  
that we may bring home a heart of wisdom.  
Give us a sense of Your presence; nourish us with Your compassion.  
Knowing Your love at the dawn of our life, let us live our days in contentment.  
May our moments of joy surpass the times of struggle.  
May we taste the sweetness of each precious day.  
May the work of our hands bring fulfillment.

O God of life, amid the ceaseless tides of change which sweep away the generations, Your living spirit remains to comfort us and give us hope.  
Around us is life and death, decay and renewal; the flowing rhythm that all things obey.

Our life is a dance to a song we cannot hear. Its melody courses through us for a little while, then seems to cease. Whence the melody, and whither does it go? In darkness as in light, we turn to You, God, the Source of life, the Answer to all its mysteries.  
Can it be that we, Your children, are given over to destruction, when our few days on earth are done? Or do we live in ways we cannot know?

Only this have we been taught, and in this we put our trust:  
from You comes the spirit, and to You it must return. You are our dwelling-place in life and in death.  
More we cannot say, for all else is hidden from our sight by an impenetrable veil. We thank You, then, for the life we have, and for the gifts that daily are our portion:

For health and healing, for labor and repose, for the ever-renewed beauty of earth and sky, for thoughts of truth and justice that move us to acts of goodness, and for the contemplation of Your eternal Presence, which fills us with the hope that what is good and lovely will not perish.  
What are we, God? A breath, a passing shadow. Yet You have made us little less than divine.
**

Let Your deeds be seen by Your servants, Your glory by their children. May Your favor, O God, be upon us. Establish the work of our hands, that it may long endure.

**

Psalm 121

MAY THESE MOMENTS of meditation link me more strongly with my closest companion in life — my soulmate, my friend, my confidant, my helping hand, my listening heart, my compass, my shining light.

In spite of death, our deep bonds of love are strong.
May I always be worthy of that love.
May the memory of our companionship lead me out of loneliness; may it awaken in me gratitude for that which still endures.
And may you rest forever in dignity and peace.

IN MY DARKNESS, be a light to me.
In my loneliness help me to find a soul akin to my own.
Give me strength
to live with courage;
and give me courage
to draw blessing from life,
even in the midst of suffering;
to hold fast against the storm,
and to smile at a loved one's glance.

For personal reflection . . .
For whom do I grieve
In my grief, what is it that I need?

Adonai, what are we that You have regard for us? What are we, that You are mindful of us?

We are like a breath; our days are like a passing shadow. We come and go like grass which in the morning shoots up, renewed, and in the evening fades and withers.

You cause us to revert to dust, saying: "Return, O mortal creatures!". Adonai, You have been our refuge in all generations.

Before the mountains were born, or earth and sky brought forth, from eternity to eternity You are God.

Even a thousand years in Your sight are only as yesterday when it is past, or as a watch in the night.

You sweep us away. We are like a dream at daybreak.

The span of our years is threescore and ten, or by reason of strength fourscore, but the best of those years know trouble and sorrow. They pass by speedily, and we fly away.

So teach us to number our days that we may acquire a heart of wisdom.

**

In my loneliness help me to find a soul akin to my own.
Give me strength
to live with courage;
and give me courage
to draw blessing from life,
even in the midst of suffering;
to hold fast against the storm,
and to smile at a loved one's glance.

For personal reflection . . .
For whom do I grieve
In my grief, what is it that I need?
What kinds of moments make me most aware of what I have lost?
Blessed are those who give meaning to our lives;
holy and precious is the example they leave behind.

We pray:
May our sorrows diminish as we recall their strength.
May their wisdom protect us and help us to live.
Let our grief be transformed into tenderness toward those who are still with us.

**

Let us now call to mind the great and good, through whom God has performed righteous deeds.

They were leaders of the people, helping many with understanding and insight.

Wise and eloquent in their teachings, they were just and loving in their deeds.

All these were honored in their generations. They were the glory of their times.

There are some who have left a name behind them, whose remembrance is like honey in the mouth.

People will declare their wisdom and tell of their goodness.

There are others who have left no memorial, whose names have vanished from mortal memory.

But the goodness of their lives has not been lost, and their work cannot be blotted out.

**

Psalm 23

I think continually of those who were truly great,
Who from the womb, remembered the soul's history
Through endless corridors of light where the hours are suns,
Endless and singing. Whose lovely ambition
Was that their lips, still touched with fire,
Should tell of the spirit clothed from head to foot in song,
And who hoarded from the spring branches
The desires falling across their bodies like blossoms.

What is precious is never to forget
The delight of the blood drawn from ageless springs
Breaking through rocks in worlds before our earth;
Never to deny its pleasure in the simple morning light,
Nor its grave evening demand for love;
Never to allow gradually the traffic to smother
With noise and fog the flowering of the spirit.

Near the snow, near the sun, in the highest fields,
See how these names are feted by the waving grass,
And by the streamers of white cloud,
And whispers of wind in the listening sky;

The names of those who in their lives fought for life,
Who wore at their hearts the fire's center.

What is precious is never to forget
The desires falling across their bodies like blossoms.

I think continually of those who were truly great,
Who from the womb, remembered the soul's history
Through endless corridors of light where the hours are suns,
Endless and singing. Whose lovely ambition
Was that their lips, still touched with fire,
Should tell of the spirit clothed from head to foot in song,
And who hoarded from the spring branches
The desires falling across their bodies like blossoms.

**

The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want. He makes me lie down in green pastures, He leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul. He leads me in right paths for the sake of His name. Even when I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I shall fear no evil, for You are with me; with rod and staff You comfort me. You have set a table before me in the presence of my enemies; You have anointed my head with oil, my cup overflows. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever.
O Lord of life, our times are in Your hand. One generation comes into the world to be blessed with days of peace and safety; another goes through the valley of the shadow enduring the cruelties of persecution and war. Heartbreaking have been the times that have fallen to our lot, O God. We have lived through years of tyranny and destruction; we are schooled in sorrow and acquainted with grief. We have seen the just defeated, the innocent driven from their homes, and the righteous suffer a martyrdom as merciless as any ages have witnessed.

At this hour of memorial we recall with grief all Your children who have perished through the cruelty of the oppressor, victims of demonic hates: the aged and young, the learned and unlettered--all driven in multitudes along the road of pain and pitiless death. Their very presence on earth was begrudged them, for they brought Your covenant of mercy and justice to the recollection of Your enemies; they perished because they were a symbol of Your eternal law; their death has brought darkness to the human soul.

They lie in nameless graves, in far-off forests and lonely fields. And the substance of many was scattered by the winds to the earth's four corners. Yet they shall not be forgotten. We take them into our hearts and give them a place beside the cherished memories of our own loved ones. They now are ours.

We pray to You, O Source of mercy, that Your Torah, to which Your children bore witness in life and in death, may come to glow with a renewed light in the human soul; that, remembering them, we may sanctify Your name in all the world. Thus will their memory become an enduring blessing to all Your children.

We remember with sorrow those whom death has taken from our midst during the past year... Taking these dear ones into our hearts with all our beloved, we recall them now with reverence.

We Recall for Blessing the Names of Our Loved Ones Who Departed this Past Year - 5781

Steven Allen
Florence Arnold
Donald Barrett
Bernard “Bud” Berks
Irving Berman
Robert Lawrence Bernstein
Mitchell Blank
Stephen Blumenfeld
Albert “Albie” Brandow
Sandra Brecher
Michael Brenner
Mollie Bronstein
Dorothy Eileen Burnham
Danny Carroll
Ira Clair
Elma Davis
Mary Ann Dorsey
Janice Edelman
Beatrice Farber
Eric Fishman
Peter Frisco
Janice Gelman
David H. Goldberg
Ellen Georgia Goldbrenner
James A. Goldstein
Eddi Gorman

Brother-in-Law of Susan & Marc Silverman
Mother of Robin Arnold & Grandmother of Raechel Arnold
Uncle of Bob Sklenar
Cousin of Judy Phipps & Andy Phipps
Father of Arlene Slobodzian
Father of Marlene Dukart
Father of Jeffrey Stirling
Father of Candace Kanapline
Husband of Sheila Brandow
Mother of Andrew Brecher
Cousin of Lynne Pierce
Mother of Gary Bronstein
Mother of Georgia Cottrell
Family Member of Sam & Edie Newman
Cousin of Ellen Svitek
Mother of Howard Davis
Mother of Bruce Dorsey
Mother of Mitchell Edelman
Mother of Betsy Sternthal
Stepfather of Eric Drossner
Friend of Phil Gerson
Wife of Arnold Gelman
Father of Meryl Lightstone
Cousin of Holly Wright
Father of Lori Motis & Kim Kaffey
Wife of Jack Gorman
Donald Gray
    Father of Heidi Gray Devita

Stanley Halbert
    Husband of Carol Halbert
    & Father of Isa Welsch

Daniel Paul Harrison
    Father of Meichelle Feinberg

Beverly Itzkowitz
    Mother of Ted Itzkowitz

William Kanefsky
    Father of Sharon Carlin

Michael D. Kaplan
    Brother of Fred Kaplan

Marvin Katz
    Father of Craig Katz

Saul Katzman
    Father of Marc Katzman

Myra Kelinson
    Sister of Marlene Robinson

Marian Klein
    Mother of Randi Copman

Phillip William Kolchin
    Uncle of Sue Tarshis

Irvin Korn
    Sister of Sandra Labbee

Marilynn Kornfeld
    Mother of Michelle Boas

Judy Krantweiss
    Aunt of Elisa Heisman

Byron A. Krulewitch
    Husband of Doreen Marx Krulewitch
    & Stepfather of Rabbi Gregory Marx

Irvin Krum
    Father of Ellyn Wexler Klein

Sheila Krupnick
    Mother of Judy Seligman

Alexander “Sandy” Labe
    Uncle of Amy Abrams

Arlene Lander
    Sister-in-Law of Madeline Lander (Lowell, z”l)

Audrey Lazar
    Mother of Wendy Gartsie

Bernard Lebow
    Former Father-in-Law of Howard Altman

Hal Lipshutz
    Father-in-Law of Michael Feinberg

Fernando Loya
    Father of Fernanda Vogel

Charlotte Margolite
    Friend of Marsha Levin

Stanley Lewis Markowitz
    Brother-in-Law of Judy & Phil Pfeffer

Nancy McKeown-Stone
    Friend of Susy Krimker

Michael Milks
    Brother-in-Law of Jeff & Elaine Goldfield

Herbert Moskovitz
    Father of Darren Moskovitz

Joseph P. Murphy
    Brother of Rosemary Melnick

Patricia R. Murphy
    Sister of Rosemary Melnick

Barnett Nappen
    Brother of Robert Nappen
    & Uncle of Allan Nappen & Dara King

Michelle Naumburg
    Cousin of Elsa-Lu Berkowitz

Joan Parkin
    Grandmother of Jeremy Parkin

Sari Portman
    Mother of Carol Udis

Susan Posner
    Cousin of Cindi Pasceri

Ethel Rabinowitz
    Mother of Marc Rabinowitz

Michael Rappaport
    Brother of David Rappaport

Clifford Reback
    Uncle of Andi Becker-Arnold

Edyth Rosenzwog
    Great Aunt of Sherrie Ehrlich

Maddy Roth
    Family Member of Wilma Lorber

Celia Rothkopf
    Wife of Brad Rothkopf, z”l

Rita Roy
    Mother of Vicki Oppenheim
    & Grandmother of Sari Miller

Carol Rucker
    Mother of David Rucker

Richard Sabol
    Son-in-Law of Karen Liebman

Dorothy Sacks
    Sister of Felice Kahn

Michael Sagel
    Stepfather of Ryan Frost

Gene Salin
    Husband of Gay Salin & Father of Michael Salin

Carl Samuels
    Brother of Marlene Cohen

Faye Lieberman Schwartz
    Grandmother of Samantha Parkin

Alvin Seltzer
    Former Brother-in-Law of Jane Liebman

Carole Bobrow Shaffer
    Mother of Nancy Shaffer-End

Aviva Shigon-Jaffee
    Mother of Marshall Shigon

Evelyn Silvert
    Mother of Joan Kober

Bruce Sklar
    Father of Jeremy Sklar

Robert Sklenar
    Uncle of Bob Sklenar

Juanita Smith
    Family Friend of Phil & Hope Bernstein

Gary Snyder
    Stepfather of Sara Collins

David Soll
    Husband of Jean Soll
May God remember forever my dear ones who have gone to their eternal rest. May they be at one with the One who is life eternal. May the beauty of their lives shine for evermore, and may my life always bring honor to their memory.

יִזְרָכُ אֶלֹהֵינוּ נַעֲשֵׂנִי לְכָּלָּם עֵצֵיהֶנָּם בְּרַגְלֵיהֶנָּם... נַעֲשֵׂנִי לְכָּלָּם.

And may their memory be blessed. May the beauty of their lives shine for evermore, and may my life always bring honor to their memory.

May God remember forever our brothers and sisters of the House of Israel who gave their lives for the Sanctification of the Divine Name. May they be at one with the One who is life eternal. May the beauty of their lives shine for evermore, and may my life always bring honor to their memory.
Silent Devotion

IN MEMORY OF MY FATHER

Your memory, my dear father, fills my soul at this solemn hour. It revives in me thoughts of the love and friendliness which you bestowed upon me. The thought of you inspires me to a life of virtue. Your image lives in my heart. May our merciful God reward you for the faithfulness and kindness you have shown me. May God grant you eternal peace. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF MY MOTHER

I remember you in this solemn hour, my dear mother. I remember the days when your tender love watched over me like a guardian angel. Although you are no longer with me, the bond which unites our souls can never be severed. May our merciful God reward you for the faithfulness and kindness you have shown me. May God grant you eternal peace. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF MY HUSBAND

I remember you in this solemn hour, my dear companion of my life. I remember the happy days we lived together; I remember your tender affection and love. Though death has taken you from me, your image still lives on in my heart and continues to be an inspiration to me. May God look upon you with compassion and grant you peace. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF MY WIFE

I remember you in this solemn hour, my dear companion of my life. Our days together filled with friendship and devotion sweetened my life. I treasure you in my heart forever. Though death has taken you from me, your image still lives in my heart and continues to be an inspiration to me. May God look upon you with compassion and grant you peace. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF MY CHILD

I remember you in this solemn hour, my beloved child. You were taken from me before your time, yet, your presence in my heart can never die. I shall always treasure the gifts of your spirit and the memories of our time together. May God be ever with you and may you always feel the strength of my love. Amen.

IN MEMORY OF MY BROTHER, MY SISTER OR MY FRIEND

I remember you in this solemn hour, my beloved brother (sister, friend). I remember the days when we lived together in happy companionship. Your loving friendship was my delight and support. Though you are no longer with me, your image abides with me. I think of you often and pray that your memory will always be a blessing to me. May God grant you the greatest gift of all, the gift of Shalom. Amen.
A SPECIAL PRAYER FOR THOSE NOT SAYING YIZKOR
FOR PARENTS

Almighty God, while those who have lost their parents and their
dear ones call to mind those who have gone to their eternal rest, I
at this solemn moment raise my eyes unto You, the Giver of Life,
and from a grateful heart thank You for Your mercies in having
preserved the life of my beloved father and mother.

May it be Your will, Adonai my God and the God of my ancestors,
to bless them with health and strength, so that they may be with
me for many years to come. Bless them even as they have blessed
me, and guard them even as they have guarded me.

In return for all their affection and the sacrifices which they have
made for me, may I bring them joy and lighten their cares. May it
be my privilege to help them in every way that lies within my
power; may I learn to understand and recognize the duty I owe
unto them, that I may never have cause to reproach myself when it
is too late.

Shield my home from all sorrow. May peace and harmony and
Your spirit ever reign within its walls. Keep me true to You and
to all with whom I come in contact so that I may do Your will with
a perfect heart, my Creator in Heaven.

Amen.
MARILYNN S. KORNFELD
ESTHER AND SAMMY KAYE
SELMA AND MARTIN NATHAN
BERTIE KORNFELD

Michelle and Michael Boas

FLORENCE & REUBEN BROWN
ROSE STEIFMAN
HAROLD M. STEIFMAN
NAT LEVY

Donald and Helaine Brown & Family

SANDRA R. BORISLOW

Rob and Susan Borislow

ALBERT BROWN
BEVERLY K.M. BARTOLO
SAMUEL KUPERSMITH
PEARL C. KUPERSMITH
SARAH R. BROWN
EDWARD BROWN
ROBERTA STUART
MORTON BROWN
BENSON BROWN
FAYE L. SHERMAN
DIANE SZCZEPANIAK

Sandra and Borislow

SHIRLEY SELIGSOHN
JONATHAN SELIGSOHN
WILLIAM BRAVERMAN

Marsha and Stan Braverman

Dr. David A. Bresler
Keri Brooke Heiken

The Bresler Family

ANTHONY BURTNIICK
MOLLIE BURTNIICK

Anthony and Mollie Burtnick

DR. DAVID A. BRESLER
KERI BROOKE HEIKEN

The Bresler Family

STANLEY BRIEFER
LORIS ALTMAN
MAURICE SANDLER
LENA SANDLER
ISAAC FOX
IDA FOX
DAVID SIEGEL
BEATRICE SIEGEL

Brenda, Stuart, Sam, Danya, Marc Briefer

CINDY HALLOCK
ROBERT BRONSTEIN
FAUSTINA TESEI
JIM TESEI
SOLOMON BRONSTEIN
SYLVIA BRONSTEIN
BERNARD BRONSTEIN
ABRAHAM ASHER
LILLIAN ASHER
HOWARD ASHER
HARRIET A. STERN
MARY BUCTER

Deborah and Dan Bronstein

MARTIN A. BRIEFER

The Brooks Family

MARVIN A. BROOKS

The Brooks Family

STANLEY & GENEVIEVE BROWN
JULIUS COHEN

Bill, Melanie, Shira and Daphna Brown
Ruth Cohen
Neil, Debbie, Daniel, Benjamin and Shira Cohen
Stefanie Hershman

The Chasen and Altman Families

FLORENCE & REUBEN BROWN
ROSE STEIFMAN
HAROLD M. STEIFMAN
NAT LEVY

Donald and Helaine Brown & Family
ROBERT CONN  Harriet and Andrew Conn & Family  ELAN H. PRYSTOWSKY
MILTON D. COOPERBERG  GEORGE P. DESJARDINS
GERTRUDE COOPERBERG  ANGELINE S. DESJARDINS
LEON SCHWARTZ  The Desjardins Family
ANNE SCHWARTZ

BARBARA AND BARRY COOPERBERG  KATHRYN “PIDGE” RATNER

NATAN A. LUEHRMANN-COWEN  Sarah, Brian & Elisabeth Deschene
Ben Cowen, Mia Luehrmann and
Aron Cowen-Luehrmann

HERBERT S. CUTLER  Kolman and Cei Diamond
The Cutler Family

IRVING CAMP  JEFFREY C. DOLL
SHIRLEY CAMP  CARL F. DOLL
DAVE DAVIS  MORTON KOUSSEN
ROSALIE DAVIS  BONNIE KOUSSEN
PHILIP DAVIS  The Doll Family

SHELDON SALTER  NEEN DAVIS
SHIRLEY FREDSON  ROSE H. SMITH
HERBERT DAVIS  DAVID A. HEYNE
ELMA DAVIS  AARON S. SMITH

JULIE DAVIS  JAY B. HEYNE
ROBERT DAVIS  HENRY NERENBERG

ROSE DAYNO  CELIA SHANIT
MARVIN DAYNO  ROBERT SHANIT
ALAN DAYNO  SAUL SHANIT
MARTIN SCHECTER  STUART A. WOLFER

KAREN AND JEFF, RACHEL, ALLIE AND ETHAN DAYNO  HARRIET MILLER
Dorsey and Nerenberg Families

ROSE F. COBB  JEFFREY C. DOLL
JACOB KNORR  CARL F. DOLL

RUTHANN PASKER  MORTON KOUSSEN
IRWIN PASKER  BONNIE KOUSSEN
SADIE PASKER  THE DESJARDINS FAMILY
JOSEPH PASKER  KATHRYN “PIDGE” RATNER
SYLVIA WEINBERG  SARAH, BRIAN & ELISABETH DESCHENE
RICHARD WEINBERG  JEFFERSON DAVIS
PHILLIP WEINBERG  THE DOLL FAMILY

STEPHANIE AND MICHAEL DENICOLA  THE DOLL FAMILY
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PHAULIS S. HOLTZMAN
NATHAN S. HOLTZMAN
MANUEL M. DRUCKER
BEATRICE G. DRUCKER
KATE E. SVITEK

Tod and Andi Drucker & Family

JANICE P. DUBIN
SHIRLEY DUBIN
OSCAR DUBIN
ETHEL KEY
ALBERT KEY
EDWARD KEY
STANLEY WOLFE

Paul, and Marv Dubin & Family

MILDRED DUGAN
DIANE C. SOLOMON
JAY L. SOLOMON
HARRY DUGAN
MILDRED DUGAN
FRANCES R. SCHWARTZ
WALTER F. SCHWARTZ
BARBARA S. LINDENBAUM
MORRIS DUGAN
ANN DUGAN
ETHEL ROSE

Fred and Lynne Dugan

BONNIE S. DUKART
DORA C. DUKART
LEONARD DUKART
ROBERT SMITH
SELMA SMITH

Mariene, Gary and Brian Dukart
Bradley Davis and Gloria Bernstein

SAMUEL M. ROSENFELD
SYLVIA ROSENFELD
MAURICE M. DUNN
BELLE R. DUNN
PHILIP A. DUNN
CLARA ROSEN
NATALIE NIDEN

Robert Edelman
CLINTON EDELMAN
LEWIS BANDELL
FRANCINE BANDELL
CLAIRE SHAW
ESTELLE FRANKFORT

Lynn and Mitch Edelman

SAMANTHA ROSEN
MINNE SARNOFF
ALFRED A. EDELSOHN
MITZI EDELSOHN
RUTH MANN
ARTHUR MANN

Gail Edelsohn, Henry Mann & Family

JOSEPH EISEN
PHYLLIS EISEN

Alan, Natalie, and the Eisen Family

MYRJAM S. STERN
MORRIS STERN
IRVING J. ELIAS
BELLA E. ELIAS
SAMUEL ERLICK
JOHN MYER
RUTH MYER
MARTIN MYER

Rosalie and Jack Elias

STANLEY H. ELGART

The Elgart Family

Kaitlyn, Evan, Russ, Kim, Jeff, Mark, Ellen and Linda

HOWARD M. ELLNER

The Ellner Family

ELMER I. SHAFFER
BABE S. BOBROW
HERBERT M. BOBROW
GOLDIE W. SHAFFER
THEODORE SHAFFER

Nancy Shaffer-End

Janice and Jerry Dunn & Family
GERTRUDE B. ENGEL
EDWARD H. BECK
SOPHIE S. BECK
SAMUEL ENGEL
HERBERT E. ENGEL
M. LEONORE (LEE) CANTOR
GLENN A. CANTOR
STEPHEN R. CANTOR
STEVEN L. ENGEL
LINDA CANTOR

Joe and Elsa Engel

JUSTIN N. EHRLICH

Cliff, Sherrie and Heather Ehrlich
Rebecca and Daniel Freiman

MICHAEL ERLBAUM
IRWIN AXELROD
DORIS AXELROD

Jeffrey, Sara, Hannah and Noah Erlbaum

CORINNE ESKIN
LEONARD ESKIN
EVELYN FINZIMER
JOSEPH FINZIMER

David and Eileen Eskin & Family

JAY FABERMAN
EDWARD FABERMAN

The Faberman Family

JANE F. KORMAN
NORMAN S. FELDMAN
MADELINE & GERALD SIFERT
ROSALIE C. WACHS
DAVID J. FRIEDMAN
MATILDA & MAX KORMAN
EVA & ALEX LERTZMAN
MICHAEL LERTZMAN
MARY & ISAAC FELDMAN
MITZI & HESH LERTZMAN
REGINA GOLDENBERG
HERBERT & JUDY ALTMAN
SELMA & BERNARD FIELD
MORTON A. LANGSFELD, III

Marc and Alison Feldman & Family

JOSEPH FELS
FRANCES M. AND MITCHELL FELS
MARY RACHEL AND ISAAC GOLDBLATT
DORA GOLDBLATT
BETTY R. RUBIN
LAURA A. AND MARTY FELS
ARTHUR M. FELS
VICKIE F. AND HAROLD B. ALEXANDER
BEATRICE SCHOFLAR
DIANA ZUCKER

SUZANNE M. FELS
DAVID W. FELS
TESSIE FELS
SAMUEL FELS
ELAINE MENDELSON
MICHELE P. FELS

PAULETTE FETCHER
STUART FECHTER
ENID S. POTTER
SHIRLEY B. WEISBERG
SCOTT A. SIEGEL

The Fechter Family

WILLIAM D. DOYLE

Sharon, Michael and Wyatt Ferrari

MAURICE & JUDITH FELDMAN
SUSAN & MARVIN FIELD
BARBARA & HERMAN FISHER
SARAH TAKIFF

Phyllis and Gary Finkelstein

DAVID FEINSCHIL
CLAIRE FEINSCHIL
HERMAN FISHER
FRANCIS FISHER
SARAH TAKIFF

Elliot and Marian Fisher
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA R. COHEN</td>
<td>RICHARD DAVIDOV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAN A. COHEN</td>
<td>BESSIE KOCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARILYN FISHER</td>
<td>LEWIS KOCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORMAN FISHER</td>
<td>EDYTHE FRANKEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helene and Gary Fisher</td>
<td>MANUEL FRANKEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDMUND FLEISCHER</td>
<td>SOLOMON AVERBACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLORIA FLEISCHER</td>
<td>SYLVIA AVERBACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RONALD ROSENBERG</td>
<td>SOPHIE O’LESSKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MABEL ROSENBERG</td>
<td>MARVIN SOLOMON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth N. Schrauger</td>
<td>Sandy and Larry Frankel &amp; Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion E. Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth H. Fleisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert Fleisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis, David, Erica and Mason Fleisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel L. Ullman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth M. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira N. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred C. Applebaum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Frankel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan &amp; Joanne Berlant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Berlant Abrams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Winkler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberta Hirsch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Engber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fleischer Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel L. Ullman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth M. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ira N. Flitter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred C. Applebaum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Frankel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan &amp; Joanne Berlant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllis Berlant Abrams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Winkler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberta Hirsch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Engber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fleisher Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Forti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yvette Forti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon Forti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Kaden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irving Kaden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Rosenberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew and Sarah Forti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Abrams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razie Abrams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Samuel Fox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca W. Fox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadine and Glenn Fox &amp; Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia and Glenn Fox &amp; Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvia Frankel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard Frankel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark, Amie, Jerry, Vicki, Robbie, Lisa, Michelle, Jon, David and Anne Frankel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gamburg and Coben Families</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Amy, Drew, Spencer and David Gallant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne and Bill Garbose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Lassin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily C. Garbose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freda Garbose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynne and Bill Garbose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JOSEPH L. GARDE
ROSE T. LESSE
WILLIAM LESSE
TED GOLDBLUM
REBA GOLDBLUM
LARRY VOGEL
ANNE STOKES

JOAN GARDE

NELSON GARNICK
RONALD MILLER
STEPHEN H. MILLER

Robert and Heidi Garnick

ERIC M. MITTLEBERG

The Gass Family

CECILIA M. DOCHAKAL

Robert Gartside

KATHLEEN GERBER

Melissa and John Germer

LINDA GERSON
ROSE WEINTRAUB
MARTIN WEINTRAUB
GERTRUDE GERSON
SOLOMON GERSON
PAUL GERSON
ROBERT WEINTRAUB

Phil Gerson & Family

JOAN GILBERT
ROBERT GILBERT
EVE SPECTOR
JOSEPH SPECTOR
ABE GOLDBERG
FRITZI GOLDBERG
CHARLEY HARDY FREEDMAN

Abby Gilbert and Gary Freedman

LORNA COOPER
LOUIS D. COOPER
IRWIN GILBERT
SIDNEY SILVERMAN

Lisa Cooper, Martin, Jonathan and Lindsay Gilbert

ADELE RUBIN
LEONARD RUBIN
JESSE STAMPS
GEORGE GLASER
JUDY GLASER
KYM GLASER
JUDY FLANAGAN
PHYLISS JACOBSON
PHYLISS TRAITMAN

S. ROBERT KOHN
SHEILA B. KOHN

ETHEL & RALPH DWORK
LI DWORK

Mona Gold, Les Duman & Rachel Gold
Alli and Max Roberts

RAE KATZ DION
SAMUEL KATZ
WINNIE GOLDBERG
SY GOLDBERG
BOBBI GORDON

Victor E. Goldblum
Bernard Goldblum
Miriam Goldblum
Harry Kleger
Anne Kleger
Sarah Katuran
Bernard Blum

Mano Golden

Bernice and Mark Glaser & Family

Andrea, Gene, Ross and Sammie Godick

Mona Gold, Les Duman & Rachel Gold
Alli and Max Roberts

Harvey & Rosalie Goldberg

Phyllis and Norman Goldberg

Sig and Marilyn Goldblum

Michael, Susan, Elizabeth and Robert Golden
CAROLE SHTATMAN
ROBERT H. ROSE
MORRIE SHTATMAN
BERNICE GOLDFIELD
MARTY GOLDFIELD

Elaine, Jeff and Rachel Goldfield

BARBARA ‘BOBBIE’ GREEN
YALE GREEN
HARRIET PRESS
SIDNEY PRESS
SEAN KATLIN

Jodye Green and Morgan Bell

SONIA GOLDSTEIN
BENNETT GOLDSTEIN
JUDITH STENDIG
ISRAEL STENDIG

Debbie and Bruce Goldstein

SYLVIA GREENSPAN
JACK GREENSPAN
CAROLYN LEYENS
IRVING GOLDSTEIN
LILLY GOLDSTEIN
LOUIS E. LEYENS
NORMAN WEISS

Dana, Stan, Michelle, Stephen and Daniel Greenspan

NITA B. GOLDSTEIN
IRVIN GOLDSTEIN
BERNICE B. GOLDSTEIN

David and Shayna Goldstein

MILDRED ALTHOUSE
MORTON ALTHOUSE
ARLINE GOLDBERG
IRWIN GROSS
HARRY GROSS

Janessa and Mark Gross
Matthew and Katy Gross

ALLAN GOLDSTEIN
EMILIA JASKI
ABEL FREEDMAN

Andrea and Howard Goldstein

MAX GROSS
RUTH L. GROSS
MICHAEL A. GROSS
EUGENE NOVITSKY

Steven I. and Genevieve Gross

RENEE GREENBERG
HAROLD GREENBERG
HOWARD GOLDSTEIN
ROSE WEINBERG
PHILIP WEINBERG
THELMA WISHNEFSKY

Bob, Joyce, Hal & Eric Goldstein

DOROTHY GROW
ROBERT BERKOWITZ
SYLVIA BERKOWITZ

Mynra and Julian Grow
& The Sirota Family

JERRY SUTOW

Cindy, Sandy, Sean and Corey Goldstein

SANDFORD M. GOODMAN
EVAN S. GOODMAN

Ina Goodman
Phil and Pennye Goodman
Jim and Judy Trias

HY ALBAHARI
ROSE ALBAHARI
ALAN S. ALBAHARI
SOL GRUBER
CLARE GRUBER
KENNETH B. GRUBER

Alex and Sheryl Gruber

FRANCES BROWN
WILLIAM BROWN

Bobby Goodrich

DR. MARTIN HAFTER

Rob Hafter

BEVERLY GREEN GREGSON

Cantor David Green
JOHN L. TABOR
STEPHEN A. GOLDSTEIN
JAMES A. GOLDSTEIN

The Kaffey Family
The Motis Family
The Goldstein Family
Karen Tabor

WALTER R. KAISER
DANIEL W. ALTMAN
DOUGLAS R. ALTMAN

Marcy, Bill, Sam, Abby and Robby Kaiser

SUSAN F. KALLENBACH
MILTON D. ROSENBERG

Charles Kallenbach & Alison Rosenberg

GEORGE KELBERMAN
ZELDA KELBERMAN

Kelberman-Chernack Family

MARCIA B. PICUS
HERBERT T. PICUS
RONALD L. KAPLAN
ABRAHAM L. PRICE
DAVID W. MEYERS

Laine and Fred Kaplan & Family

EVELYN W. HALTMAN
DAVID H. HALTMAN
MEYER HALTMAN
HELENE H. KELBICK
MILTON KELBICK

Elaine, Stephen, Scott & Jeff Kelbick

SYLVIA KLEINBERG
HARRY KLEINBERG
BETTY KARAFIN
HARRY KARAFIN
LYNNE KLEINBERG
LEE M. KLEINBERG
HARRIS S. KLEINBERG
RACHAMIN KARAFIN

Gail and Fred Karafin

LOUIS J. SINGER
DAVID D. BURMAN
LOUISE C. WATKINS
RHODA C. FELLERMAN
CLAIRE G. CHRISTIAN
CARL S. CHRISTIAN
CHARLES M. CORWIN JR.
BARBARA T. ORSON
ANDREW J. FACEY

Craig and Andrea Kesack & Family

ROSALIE GILL
SOLOMON GILL
SYLVIA KATZ
MANNY KATZ
CYNTHIA PARNES

Fred and Sherri Katz & Family

DOROTHY HAHN
LEWIS HAHN
PHILIP HAHN
LAIBE KESSLER
SYDELLE KESSLER

Adam and Lisa Kessler

ROSE KESSLER
NAOMI VIGDERMAN
AARON VIGDERMAN
SHIRLEY KLEINMAN
WALTER KLEINMAN

The Kessler Family
BARBARA F. GOLDBLUM
ROBERT D. GOLDBLUM
JOHN KILSHAW
ANNA FISHKIN
ROSE GILBERT
JOSEPH GOLDBLUM
LORNA ROTHMAN
JOYCE KILSHAW
SARAH UHL

The Kilshaw Family

RICHARD A. KING
HELENE L. KING
SAM KESSLER
HELEN W. KESSLER

Jac and Cindy King

GERTRUDE FATUCK
DAVID FATUCK
HALINA KIRSZBRAUN
JANEK KIRSZBRAUN
HARRIET GERBER
IRA GERBER
MARA KUROWSKA
EVA COOPER
IRVING COOPER
BENJAMIN FATUCK

The Kirszbraun Family

EVELYN KLASKIN
DR. JACK KLASKIN
DR. RICHARD KLASKIN
ANNE MAILMAN
MURRY MAILMAN

Judy and Bruce Klaskin

STEFANIE KLEIN
GEORGE KLEIN
BEATRICE KLEIN
STANLEY WITKIN
STEPHEN O. ANTHONY
JEAN ANTHONY
STEVEN O. ANTHONY
KEN JONES

Howard, Vanessa, Robert and Fern Klein

ERWIN H. KLIGER

The Kliger Family

DEBRA LYNN GROSS CONNER
DOROTHY A. ZYGGMONT
CHESTER ZYGGMONT
MARLENE KNEE WINKLER
MICHAEL E. GALLO

Rob and Theresa Knee

OWNEN A. KNOPPING
Margaret, Eric, Kristin & Ava Knopping

BLANCHE K. Kober
LOUIS A. KOBER
HARRY SILVERT
EVELYN D. SILVERT
BRIAN SILVERT

JANE H. Kohn
PHYLIS S. Kohn
MARGIE FRANCISCO
RUSSELL FRANCISCO
DOLLY HAMMERSCHLAG
LEON G. HAMMERSCHLAG
ELINORE Kohn
ROSE KOHN
MORTON KOHN

DR. SHELDON COLTOFF
JOEL B. COLTOFF
PHYLIS I. BRENNER
SOPHIE BRENNER
JACOB BRENNER
BESSIE COLTOFF
ISAAC COLTOFF
DORA COLTOFF
SYLVIA COLTOFF
SIDNEY KOREN
IDA FELDMAN
HESHEL FELDMAN
JACOB KOREN
DORA KOREN
FANNIE KAPLAN
FRED H. WEINER
DR. STEVEN EISEN
DR. HELENE HALPERN
DR. KENT OZMAN
DR. PATRICK KEIRAN

PHILLIP BASKIN
RICHARD DAVIDOV
BRUCE NICHOLS

FAYE MARGOLIES
JOSEPH MARGOLIES
FANNIE KIMMEL
DAVE KOVACS

Ronald and Roslyn Kovacs
MITCHELL E. LEVINSON
Josh, Sarah, Ava and Max Levinson

ELAINE B. STEIN
EDWIN I. STEIN
EDWARD I. MAIZEL
MONA MAIZEL
RHONA M. LIEBERMAN
IRWIN LIEBERMAN

ELAINE B. STEIN
EDWIN I. STEIN
EDWARD I. MAIZEL
MONA MAIZEL
RHONA M. LIEBERMAN
IRWIN LIEBERMAN

Leon and Marilyn Lieberman

JONATHAN D. LIEBMAN
BERTHA SCHWARTZ
RENEE RAPPAPORT
ISADORE LIEBMAN
HARRY SCHWARTZ

Arlene and Stewart Liebman & Family

BRIAN A. LIPKIN
DAVE SILVER
HERMAN LIPKIN
MARIAN LIPKIN
SLYVIA SILVER
MORRIS SILVER

Shelley and David Lipkin

EVELYN LIPSCHUTZ
HOWARD LIPSCHUTZ
STANLEY D. LESLIE

The Leslie-Lipschutz Family

SHIRLEY LORBER
JOEL LORBER
HAROLD LORBER
JEFFREY MARLOWE
DR. ARNOLD W. NEUMAN
LILLIAN NEUMAN
IDA CRAVEN
FRED WAGNER

Wilma N. Lorber

ELAINE GARBER
EDWARD LUBIN
IRENE LUBIN

Stephanie and Norman Lubin

RENEE POLLOCK
HARRY POLLOCK
BETTY T. LUBLIN
IRVING LUBLIN

Joann Lublin and Mike Pollock

IRENE "SUE" & GORDON LUPIN
MIRIAM & ABRAHAM SOLOMON
BESSIE & JULES HAAS
SADIE & JOSEPH FLAUM
EDNA & HARRY LUPIN
ESTHER & ISIDORE SOLOMON
HARRY LEVINE
ABRAHAM LEVINE
FRIEDA CESTARO
HARRY SOLOMON
JOSEPH HAAS
CINDY HAAS
STANLEY J. LUPIN
ESTHER & IRWIN LUPIN
ROBERT LUPIN

Steve and Linda Lupin & Family

ETHEL & JULES MALEFF
EDYTHE & BERNARD PERLMAN

The Maleeff Family
The Perlman Family

JORDAN S. MANDEL
JERALD R. THOMAS
JERRY MANDEL
LEONA M. COHEN
GEORGE COHEN
SYLVIA THOMAS
SIDNEY THOMAS
LOUIS THOMAS
MENNETTA THOMAS
YETTA HUBERMAN
BENJAMIN HUBERMAN

Lauren, Rick, Dylan, Paige, Logan and Jaxson Mandel
Donna & Howard Huberman
Nili Mandel

DORIS & RICHARD WEAVER
STELLA & HARRY MANDELL

Demi and Stephen Mandell

MARC S. ROSS
PEARL DIPIERO
MORRIS KAROL
RUTH ROSS
MARTIN ROSS
SYLVIA MARGOLIS
JOSEPH MARGOLIS
MABEL DUBRON
ALEX DUBRON

The Margolis Family
DINA BARKON
SOLOMON BARKON
EDYTHE GLICKMAN
MAX GLICKMAN
HARRY SIMON
Marilyn MARKOVITZ
STANLEY MARKOVITZ
LUCILLE GLICKMAN
EDWARD S. GLICKMAN
JENNY SIMMON

Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Markovitz & Family

REBA GREEN
STELLA CARLIN
NANCY MARKS
LOUIS SAVADOVE

Leah and Jonathan Marks

AUDREE SINGER
HAROLD SINGER
MARVIN MARX
DAVID SINGER
CHARLES LEWIS
ESTHER LEWIS
ETHEL KRULEWITCH
HYMAN KRULEWITCH
MEREZEL KRULEWITCH
PAUL KRULEWITCH
BYRON A. KRULEWITCH

Rabbi Gregory and Laurie Singer-Marx

ROBERT B. MASCH
DOROTHEA HIRIS
RICHARD ORNAUER
EDWIN L. ORNAUER
EMMA H. ORNAUER
SOL MASCH
DOROTHY MASCH

Carol and Roger Masch & Family

ANNA MILAKOFSKY
SAMUEL MILAKOFSKY
PHILIP MILAKOFSKY
VERA BRAVERMAN
WILLIAM BRAVERMAN
ROSE BRAVERMAN
FANNIE WOLFELD
BENJAMIN WOLFELD
ANNA SCHAINEN
SYLVIA COHEN
HERMAN COHEN
THEODORE HARRIS
DOROTHY HARRIS
HAROLD COSTILO
SARI KALTER
JEANETTE MILAKOFSKY
RITA BERNSTEIN
HOWARD MILAKOFSKY
FLORENCE MILAKOFSKY
RITA ZIPPI

Marsha and Steven Milakofsky & Family

BARBARA L. GOLDBERG
MARVIN GOLDBERG
JONATHAN D. GOLDBERG
MARC MILLER
JOAN H. W. MILLER

Faye, Bob, Zachary, Rachel, Justin, Shaina & Sam Miller

HERBERT LEVY
SARAH & HENRY LOUIS LEVY
BESS CARLIN YEGLA
ALFRED CARLIN
GUILIT RUDDEN
FLO & JERRY HELLER
HANNAH ELAINE LEVY MILLER - Beloved Daughter and Sister

Lynn Levy, Tom, Stephanie and Alex Miller

ANTHONY J. KROL - Beloved Husband & Father

HELEN MILROD
MURRAY MILROD

Alice Milrod and Rachel Krol

Marc, Rachel and Samuel Meketon

Scott and Rosemary Melnick

ANNA MILAKOFSKY
SAMUEL MILAKOFSKY
PHILIP MILAKOFSKY
VERA BRAVERMAN
WILLIAM BRAVERMAN
ROSE BRAVERMAN
FANNIE WOLFELD
BENJAMIN WOLFELD
ANNA SCHAINEN
SYLVIA COHEN
HERMAN COHEN
THEODORE HARRIS
DOROTHY HARRIS
HAROLD COSTILO
SARI KALTER
JEANETTE MILAKOFSKY
RITA BERNSTEIN
HOWARD MILAKOFSKY
FLORENCE MILAKOFSKY
RITA ZIPPI

Marsha and Steven Milakofsky & Family

BARBARA L. GOLDBERG
MARVIN GOLDBERG
JONATHAN D. GOLDBERG
MARC MILLER
JOAN H. W. MILLER

Faye, Bob, Zachary, Rachel, Justin, Shaina & Sam Miller

HERBERT LEVY
SARAH & HENRY LOUIS LEVY
BESS CARLIN YEGLA
ALFRED CARLIN
GUILIT RUDDEN
FLO & JERRY HELLER
HANNAH ELAINE LEVY MILLER - Beloved Daughter and Sister

Lynn Levy, Tom, Stephanie and Alex Miller

ANTHONY J. KROL - Beloved Husband & Father

HELEN MILROD
MURRAY MILROD

Alice Milrod and Rachel Krol

Marc, Rachel and Samuel Meketon

Scott and Rosemary Melnick
SOLOMON Ed. MIRBACH
ANNE L. COGAN
HARRY COGAN
CELIA Z. MIRBACH
MAURICE MIRBACH
GERALD E. CANTOR
Ellen Mirbach
Cheryl, Sadie, Stephanie, Sophie and Michael Mirbach
Cari, Shoshana, Haviva and Philip Cantor

SAMUEL WEINBERG
JENNIE WEINBERG
MILTON MITLAS
SAMUEL MITLAS
IDA MITLAS
GERTRUDE WEINBERG

Libby Mitlas

MILICENT MOED
SAUNDRIA NAGER
SIMON NAGER
BELLA HOFFMAN
MIKE HOFFMAN
BLANCHE HALPERN
MURRAY HALPERN
FAYE MEYERS

Wendy and Howard Moed

LOUIS WEISS
JEAN WEISS
MELVIN MOIDEL

Debbie and Bob Moidel & Family

IRENE M. MONTZ
IRVIN C. MONTZ

Linda Lee Montz

SADIE Y. MOSES
MORRIS MOSES
MILTON J. WOLFE

Ronda and Howard Moses

LIONEL E. MOSKOWITZ
CHARLOTTE M. MOSKOWITZ
ISADORE MOSKOWITZ
REBA MOSKOWITZ
ABRAHAM MILSTEIN
SARAH MILSTEIN

Ken Moskowitz

BARRY CORSON

The Nadell Family

ALBERT I. NAPPEN
SADIE NAPPEN
PERCH P. HANKIN
GERTRUDE B. HANKIN
ETHEL BROOKS

Madeline and Robert Nappen

CYNTHIA E. NEWMAN
ANN GREENBERG
LOUIS GREENBERG
STANLEY GREENBERG
FRANCES NEWMAN
WILLIAM NEWMAN
MARGE DeANGELIS
MORRIS SHAPIRO
EMMA SHAPIRO
EDYTHE SHAPIRO SOLOMON
TED JASLOW
WALTER NEWMAN
MIDGE NEWMAN
DANNY NEWMAN CARROLL

Edythe and Samuel Newman & Family

IRV ISSADORE
SIDNEY NEWMAN
BRIAN N. ISSADORE
RONALD M. NEWMAN

Judy Newman and Michelle Issadore

MARY NIELSEN
EDDIE C. PAYNE, JR.

The Nielsenshultz Family

CHARLES ROY
MARY AXLER
CHARLES AXLER
BERTHA AND CHARLES BABBITT
HYMAN AND DORA OPPENHEIM
SIMON OPPENHEIM
RITA ROY

Barry and Vicki Oppenheim
The Miller and Feldsher Families

SHIRLEY KLIPPER
SEYMOUR KLIPPER
LORRAINE PAPSIN
HERBERT PAPSIN

Andrea & Allan Papsin and Family
PHYLLIS J. POLIN
YETTA POLIN
CHARLES SOL POLIN
ISRAEL POLIN
SAM POLIN
MIKE POLIN
MOISH POLIN
GLAYDS MARINOFF
YUSSEL POLIN
SUTZ SOHRIKOFF

The Polin Family

RENEE GREENBERG
HAROLD GREENBERG
ANNE POLIN
MORRIS POLIN
ROSE WEINBERG
PHILIP WEINBERG

Joe, Donna, Molly and Jennifer Polin

ARNOLD L. PORTER
MINERVA PORTER
BERT PORTER
EDWARD COHEN
JACK BARSKY
EDITH BARSKY
SCOTT G. STAHER

Arlene Porter

THOMAS J. PERRY
ARNOLD L. PORTER

Jennifer and Scott Porter

BERNICE HALL
WILLIAM HALL
EVA BARR (NEE GINDLER)
CARMELLA ARNOLD SR.
CARMELLA ARNOLD
REBECCA HARRIS
LOUISE CAMPER

Shirley Gindler Price & Family

BARBARA J. LURIE

Sue, Mark, Perri, Seth, Justin and Jessica Rabinowitz

HELEN REESE-ROSENGARTEN
DR. NATHAN REESE
ELI LAX
SYDELLE “SISSY” LAX
CAROLYN GOLDMAN

Cindy and Merrill Reese

FLORENCE G. RESNICK
JACK RESNICK

REBA KOTZEN
HERMAN KOTZEN
PAULINE RHODE
HARRY RHODE
DANIEL I. RHODE

MURRAY A. RICE
MARTIN A. HORN
JEAN HORN
DAVID L. HORN
ARNOLD PESTRACK
MARY TUNER
RUTH ELLEN NACHMANN
HARRY HAMBURG

COURTNEY ERICA RISLER
LESLIE WEISS
MITCHELL WEISS
HANNAH WEISS
ARI WEISS
SAMUEL MILTON RISLER
RUTH R. RISLER
ED WOLF

IRENE ROBINSON
MORTON. ROBINSON
MAYNARD ROBINSON
GEORGE FREEDMAN
CHARLOTTE FREEDMAN
DIANNE NAPLAN
MYRA KELINSON

WALTER D. ROSEMAN
DOROTHY S. ROSEMAN
ALLAN E. ROSEMAN
IRVING TUBIS
BETTY TUBIS

Phyllis and Mark Roseman

Gary and Robin Risler

Sheila and Bill Ritchey

Edward and Marlene Robinson

Steven Resnick

The Rhode Family

The Rice and Pestrack Family
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SARAH K. DEIN
LOUIS KENDALL
EDITH F. ROSENBLATT
ABRAHAM ROSENBLATT
HARRY FELDMAN
DR. MARC S. TARASOW
PAULINE R. KENDALL

Joan and Stanley Rosenblatt & Family

LESTER ROSENFELD
NATALIE LANDSMAN
ALBERT LANDSMAN
EMANUEL ROSENFELD
MARY ROSENFELD
FANNIE KAUFMAN
BESSIE KOLANSKY
MORRIS KOLANSKY
RUTH KOLANSKY
MILTON J. KOLANSKY

Helene Rosenfeld, Eilyn Rosenfeld & Howard Landsman

HERBERT H. SPECTOR
BERNICE SPECTOR
LILLIAN SPECTOR
FREIDA SPECTOR
ISIDORE SPECTOR
EUGENE JOHN RUDMAN
DORA RUDMAN
JEFFREY DEITCH
JACK APPLEBAUM
MARY APPLEBAUM
RAYMOND ROSENFELD
TILLIE ROSENFELD

Linda, Jack, Rachel and David Rosenfeld

MAXINE ROSENFELD
BENJAMIN ROSENFELD
ROSE LIPKIN
LEON LIPKIN

Philip and Merle Rosenfeld

MARK E. ROSENTHAL
Marilyn Eyer
Edward Eyer
Robert L. Lyons
Elias Cadan
Gertrude Cadan
H. Robert Kranich

Linda Rosenthal and John Lyons

SIDNEY H. AXELMAN
GERSON ROSENTHAL
CLAIRE ROSENTHAL
HERMAN LORBER
FRANCES LORBER
MARY LORBER
IRWIN SANDOS
GOLDIE ROJER
CHARLES L. ROJER
MURRAY COOPER

Barbara and Ron Rosenthal

DORA ROSEN
GABRIEL ROSEN
ANNA WALLACE ROSEN
LOUIS E. ROSEN
ISABELL SMITH ROSEN
SAMUEL E. ROSIN
REBECCA ROSIN
PEARL G. CIARDULLO
ESTHER NETTIS ROSIN
ANNE WEINBERG ROSIN
HARRY MARK ROSEN

Robert, Angela and Gabrielle Rosin

LEONARD ROSS
HARRY KRUTTER

Marjorie Ross & Family

MICHAEL R. ROSS
CHARLES I. FRANK

The Ross Family

MEYER LONDER

His children, grandchildren and great grandchildren

ALAN A. POGALL
JEANNE L. POGALL
DAVID ROTHSTEIN
CLARA ROTHSTEIN

Bonnie and Jack Rothstein

HERMAN RUBIN

Beth Rubin

JORDAN A. RUBIN
VIVIAN M. REIBEN
MARVIN E. REIBEN
HARRY RUBIN
NAN RUBIN
BEA BERNSTEIN
REBA AND BEN DAVIS

Shelley and Barry Rubin
WILLIAM M. RUDERMAN
JEROME RUDERMAN
MARY Klapwald
CHARLES Klapwald
CECELIA RUDERMAN
NATHAN RUDERMAN
MARVIN STEINHARDT

IRVING S. RUBIN
ROSE L. RUBIN
SARAH SAMSON
ARNOLD I. RUBIN

Beverly and Larry Samson & Family

Shirley Ruderman
David Ruderman & Family
Susan Ruderman Steinhardt & Family

YACO SARAGOVI
ANA S. KALIMAN
POLY H. SARAGOVI
NATHAN SARAGOVI
FLORA J. KRIMKER
JOSE KRIMKER
HERBERT BRAIER

Armand and Nora Saragovi

SEYMOUR A. Rultenberg
LEONARD S. Malmud

The Rultenberg Family: Lance, Liz, Aaron, Tori, Vlada and Evie

HELEN SARSHIK
MILTON SARSHIK

Stuart, Elizabeth and Matthew Sarshik

EDWIN “IRV” RUTBERG
BORIS EISENSTEIN
FREIDA EISENSTEIN
HAROLD RATSON
RUTH RATSON
LILLIAN STEIN

ADELLE RUBIN
LEONARD RUBIN
JESSIE STAMPS
SIDNEY SATALOF
STUART SATALOF

Elyse and Marc Satalof

LILLIAN & ARNOLD RYAVE
ANNE BILLER GOTTLIEB
PHYLLYS RYAVE HAYES

HARRIET GOLDBERG
TED GOLDBERG
HARRY SCHLACKMAN
ROSE SCHLACHMAN
MILDRED COHEN
COLEMAN J. PESKIN
SIDNEY ROSS
MAX MANDEL
DORIS G. SCHLACHMAN
BELLE MANDEL
IRMA DONNELLY
BARRY CHASEN
LARRY KALINER

Cheryl and Neil Schlackman

DONALD H. SACHS
ELEANORE SACHS
BENJAMIN SACHS
CHARLES F. BECK
HELEN A. BECK

THOMAS A. DALEY
ANNE M. DALEY
BENJAMIN SCHREIBER
LILLIAN SCHREIBER
MARTIN F. SCHREIBER

Edward and Maureen Schreiber

LILLIAN & ARNOLD RYAVE
ANNE BILLER GOTTLIEB
PHYLLYS RYAVE HAYES

Ruth and Steven Ryave

Kathie B. Sachs

Gay, Michael, Donna, Sammy and Sydney Salin

JACOB S. STEINBERG

Elizabeth J. Sall

Joyce, Mark, Craig, Lauren, Randy & Amy Schulz
Libby and David Schwartz

Howard, Beth, Samantha, and Jordan Schwartz

Marvin and Debbie Schwartz

Steve, Merle, Alena and Scott Schwartz

The Schwartzman/Weinberg Family

DIANE SHAPIRO

The Shapiro, Murley & Esposito Families

Jenifer Seboek and Jeff Gould

Larry and Bonnie Seidman & Family

Cereda and Sam Selzer

Ellen and Andrew Serling

Jill, Rob, Kim and Marc Seskin

The Seskin Family
JOSEPH KESSLER  
ERNE KESSLER  
JOAN KESSLER  
ETHEL GOULD  
MAURA SULLIVAN

Lori, Al, Jennifer, Brandon and Lainey Shemtob

MEYER GREENBERG  
MARILYN COHN  
MARGE SHERMAN  
HERBERT SHERMAN  
EVA GREENBERG  
HARRY GREENBERG  
GERTRUDE LEVY  
HERMAN LEVY  
BILL LEVY  
BETTY SHERMAN  
BENJAMIN SHERMAN  
FRANK ZAVODNICK  
FANNIE ZAVODNICK  
SIDNEY ZAVODNICK

Abby and Ken Sherman & Family

CHARLES A. ADAMS SR.  
MARYANN ADAMS

Jeffrey and Lisa Sherman

BENJAMIN M. SHERMAN  
BETTY SHERMAN  
ABE KATZ  
SALMA EXTEIN  
HERBERT S. SHERMAN  
MARJORIE SHERMAN  
EDWIN SHERMAN

Marty and Lois Sherman and Family

ARNOLD SNYDER

Scott and Elizabeth Shohen

ARTHUR HYMAN

The Shopper Family

MARKUS H. WOLF  
JOHANNA WOLF  
SIDNEY SIEGEL  
BELLE SIEGEL  
EVELYN K. BERGMAN  
ANNA SIROTA  
RON SIEGEL

Bea Siegel  
Lenny and Julie Siegel & Family  
Deborah Siegel-Bennett

HERBERT SIEGEL  
DAVID SIEGEL  
WENDY POSNER  
REGINA SIEGEL  
WILLIAM POSNER  
REGINA POSNER  
BELLA BENDER  
JOSEPH POSNER  
GLORIA POSNER  
RAFAEL EISNER

Sally and Bill Siegel

ELLEN C. SILBERMAN – Loving Daughter  
RUTH BERENBAUM  
HAROLD BERENBAUM  
HARRY SILBERMAN  
CARLA BERENBAUM  
ALAN SILBERMAN  
MARTY MISHER  
ELEANOR COHEN  
MIRIAM SILBERMAN  
FRED P. SILBERMAN  
RICHARD ACTMAN  
MARTIN SILBERMAN  
GERTRUDE SILBERMAN  
SCOTT SILBERMAN  
ANN SPAIN  
BEVERLY MISHER

Jerry and Harriet Silberman

H. MICHAEL SILVERBERG  
REUBEN SILVERBERG  
FRANCES G. SILVERBERG  
SUSAN SIMON  
DORIS B. LANDMAN  
NELVIN LANDMAN  
HARRY F. LANDMAN  
LINDA CENTER

Karen Silverberg & Family  
Howard Center & Family

MILTON LEV  
LEAH LEV  
MORRIS GOLDSTEIN  
SARA GOLDSTEIN  
MINNIE SHANKER  
HYMAN SHANKER  
CHAD ALLEN  
NATALIE A. SILVERMAN  
DR. STEVEN K. ALLEN

Susan and Marc Silverman & Family

CHARLOTTE P. MARKOFF  
Gwen Silverstein & Stephen Leonard
CHARLOTTE L. ROVINSKY
MAX SIEGAL
MARY LESSE
DINA SPECTOR
MAX SPECTOR

Sherry Spector & Family

ELAINE WEISMAN

Barbara Spilove

HANNA L. ZANGER
SOPHIE S. SPRINGER
RUTH R. WEINMAN
EUGENE S. SPRINGER
PHYLLIS IBACH
SYLVIA S. PALEW

The Springer Family

BERNICE TANNENBAUM
EMANUEL STEIN

Craig A. Stein

MICHAEL BENEDUM

Joshua and April Stein

LEONARD V. STEIN
FLORENCE W. STEIN

Neil & Diane Stein

MURRAY SPIEGEL
BETTY SPIEGEL

Andrea Steinberg

HAROLD LEVINE
Rachel, Matthew, Harrison and Liv Steinberg

GOODWIN "GOODY" SCULKY
STELLA AND JOY VAN BENTHEM

The Stella and Van Benthem Families

STU AGINS
MILDRED & HARRY KRAKOWITZ
MILTON & LILLIAN YABLON
TOBYE ORNSTEIN YABLON
LEO & BESSIE ALBERTS
LAURA & DAVID YABLON
ANNA & HARRY LUNETSKY
LINDA CHALFIN

Toby and Rich Sterling & Family

TOBY RAVITCH
SIDNEY RAVITCH
JOSEPH STERNBERG

DEE G. STERNTHAL
YETTA S. STERNTHAL
JACK STERNTHAL
DAVID K. FARBER
DIANE FARBER
HARRIS FARBER
FAYE FARBER
BEatrice P. FARBER
SARAH F. KALINER
BELLA B. PHILLIPS
NOAH SHULMAN
JEFFREY SHULMAN
NORMA P. SHULMAN
ANNE S. STEIN

Betsy and Lewis Sternthal

KATE ELIZABETH SVITEK - Beloved sister and daughter
HOPE CLAIR
SADYE & HARRY K. CLAIR
FRANCES & JOSEPH MEIMAN
HERBERT O. CLAIR
MARTIN L. COHEN
SUZANNE & MARVIN APPLE
FRANK S. SVITEK
MARY J. SVITEK
LOIS B. COHAN
JASON BERCHOLC
SELMA COHEN
IRA S. CLAIR

Frank and Ellen Svitek

NORRIS GOLD
MARK A. DAVIDSON
SYLVIA DAVIDSON
ROSE C. TARSHIS
MARY HOLTZMAN
DAVID HOLTZMAN
HENRY J. KOLCHIN
EDITH & SAM WEINTRAUB
BELLE & WILL REISMAN
JAMES KOLCHIN

Lem and Sue Tarshis & Family

JUDITH C. PRIPSTEIN

Elaine Thomas & Family
EDNA TRAGASH
DAVID TRAGASH
FAVY MARGOLIES
JOSEPH MARGOLIES

Hal and Pearl Tragash

SHERMAN J. LOWY
JACQUELINE F. LOWY
LEWIS B. UDIS
HENVETTA UDIS

Gary and Ann Udis & Family

LEWIS B. UDIS
HENRIETTA UDIS
SONNY PORTMAN
SARI PORTMAN
RAYLA OSTROW

Carol and David Udis & Family

SAMUEL SITKO
GERDA VAN ASSELT

Philip, Neil and Andre van Asselt

ELLEN BRODY HUGHES
GRACE R. VANDERVEER
RUSSEL H. VANDERVEER
ROSALE M. FISHBONE
HERBERT FISHBONE
NAOMI KESSLER
GLORIA FISHMAN

The Vanderveer Family

ERIC W. VOGEL
SHERMAN FREBOWITZ

Mindi, Spencer & Jessica Vogel
Audrey Appel

ROBERT J. WALLACH
JUDITH A. WALLACH
TYLER GOLDBERG

The Wallach Family - Todd, Lisa, Haley, Madigan & Kyra

BETTY RUTH RAINES

Alan and Lea Wecht

HOWARD WEIN
IDA PEISSIN
BERNARD PEISSIN
GARRY MILLER

Mitchell and Sondra Wein

JUDY WEISBROT
SIMON & SHIRLEY COHEN
SOLOMON & FRANCES WEISBROT
JOSEPH & CLARA ROZNER
EUGENE & ROSE LEBOVIC

Jessica, Ross, Evan, and Julia Weisbrot

MICHAEL A. WEISS

Alexandra & Doug Weiss

Benjamin, Jonah, Gabriel & Ethan

RITA D. COMER

Hallie, Steve, Jordan and Brayden Weiss

IRVING JAFFE
ALICE B. JAFFE
HAROLD S. WEISS
ANN S. WEISS

Matt Jaffe and Karen Weiss

STANLEY P. HALBERT
JOAN H. LIFSHATZ
SIMON LIFSHATZ
MARVIN WELSCH
FRAN WELSCH

Isa, Mitchell, Jared and Korey Welsch

NORMAN “NORM” M. WERTHER
HOWARD S. WERTHER
GEORGE & GERTRUDE WERTHER
HYMAN & GERTRUDE KAUFMAN
LARRY, HELEN & MARTY KAUFFMAN
ALEX & PAULINE EILENDER
NORMA EILENDER
LEO & TONI KIRSCHENBAUM
SAUL & BERTHA KIRSCHENBAUM
BOB & FLORRIE BRENNER
EVAN GREENBERG
KARL & MALLY HERZFELD
HILDA & JOE HARRIS
BONNIE DUKART
EDDIE & HELENE SACHS
RUTH LIEBERMAN
LENORE GOLDBERG
BOB & WINNIE LEVITSKY
ROSE ALBAHARI
GRACE GRONER

Ellen Werther & Family

HENRY WESSEL

Barbara Wessel
JULES PEARLSTINE
BLANCHE CRAMER
LUCILLE MUCHNICK
RUTH FEDERMAN
SAMUEL GOODMAN
PHILIP WEXLER
LEONARD SALIDOR
PAUL CRAMER
MARGOT SALIDOR

Mindy and John Wexler

SUNNY KRIMINS
MERVIN L. KRIMINS
LINDA JUDD
PEARL FINE
SIMON FINE

Ellen and Rodger Wichterman
Eric Ziker

SIGMUND E. WILSON
LAURA W. LINNETT
ANNE T. WILSON
HOWARD S. MYERS
CHARLES M. MYERS
HELEN E. MYERS

Dorothy and Charles Wilson & Family

ALFRED MACKLER
HELEN MACKLER
SCOTT MACKLER
DANIEL WINDHEIM
MOLLIE MACKLER
LILLIAN MOST
ABRAHAM MOST
JOSEPH ALEXANDER
IRENE WINDHEIM
JULIAN WINDHEIM
RALPH MOST
MILTON MOST

Randi and Bob Windheim & Family

MITCHELL J. WOLF
FREDA COHEN
JACOB COHEN
BERT WOLF

MADLYN K. ABRAMSON
MAURICE H. KORNBERG
SARA KORNBERG
ZIPPORAH S. ABRAMSON
JOSEPH ABRAMSON
FELYCE D. WOLFSON
ROBERT J. WOLFSON

Leah Freedman
Brandal Wolf
Philip & Florence Wolf
Ruth K. Wolf
Leonard Kupperstein
Henrietta Kupperstein
Jerry Wiener
Harry A. Zoback
Shirley W. Zoback
Quentin W. Wagner
Dorothy L. Wagner
Claire Syles

Seth and Donna Wolf

Jay S. Tessler
Donald J. Wolfe
Charles & Rose Mosaicant
Samuel & Rose Rosenblum
Violet & Myron Dejong
Harry B. Tessler

Richard and Charla Wolfe & Family
Charles and Kristen Tessler & Family
Brett and Susan Tessler & Family

Dr. Irwin and Mrs. Donna Wolfert

Marian M. Wolfert

Nancy, Richard, David and Rachel Wolfson
Stephanie and Brett Cohen
Perpetual Memorial Plaques in Honor of Those Who Have Gone Before Us
“the memory of the righteous is for a blessing”

Stephen and Anita Yusem

Anna Aarons
Edward S. Aarons
Emanuel Aarons
Esther Aarons
Florence P. Aarons
Jacob D. Aarons
Ruth Ives Aarons
Miriam Abramson
Alvin Stanford Ackerman
Edith R. Ackerman
Adolfe Adelman
Alexander B. Adelman
Sylvia Adelman
Thelma Adelman
Bernard Address
Marion F. Address
Louis Adler
Louis Altschuler
Pearl Altschuler
Henri Amar
Marion W. Apfelbaum
Murray Apfelbaum, Jr.
Molly Apter
Robert F. Apter
Anna Arnold
Florence T. Arnold
Robert B. Arnold
Thomas Aron
Benjamin Aronson
Barak Artzy
Adolph J. Asher
Bessie Goldie Asher
Hannah G. Asher
Harry Asher
Jacob Asher
Jean D. Asher
Linda E. Aulenbach
Betty Axe
Samuel S. Axelroth
Elsie Axler
Herbert Axler
Steven Baker
Beatrice Balick

Abraham Balzer
Kingdon Balzer
Harry Bangilsdorf
David Barish
Nathan L. Barnett
Beatrice Francis Baron
Jean Baron
Paul Baron
Betty Baronstein
Nathan Baronstein
Kenneth Barrist
Deborah C. Barsh
Alfred Bartwink
Roseanne S. Bartwink
David Basson
Esther Basson
Lois Basson
Philip Basson
Albert Bears
Henry Bears
Charles F. Beck
Edward H. Beck
Helen A. Beck
Sophie Steinberg Beck
Lester E. Beckman
Rebecca Behrend
Sigmund M. Behrend
Caroline Cassie Behrend
Bernard P. Beifield
Elaine Z. Beifield
Larry Alan Beifield
Elaine Bellos
Irving Bellos
Aaron “Sonny” Benjamin
Anne Dorothy Benjamin
Ruth Berenbaum
Harriet Berger
Lois Joan Berger
Morris Berger
Henry J. Berk
Robert Berkowitz
Sylvia Berkowitz
Morris Berman
Lena Weiss Friedman
Max Friedman
Milton Friedman
Morris Frish
Aaron Fruman
Celia Fruman
David W. Fryer
Minerva Altkrug Fuhrman
Lois Gage
Adam Frederick Galinsky
David E. Garber
M. Michael Garber
Sonia Garber
Joseph L. Garde
Harry Garfinkle
Mildred Garfinkle
Morris Gelman
David E. Gerber
Benjamin Gershenson
Shona Zangari Gershenson
Freda Gerstenfeld
Harry I. Gerstenfeld
Jake Getson
Joan Gilbert
Robert Gilbert
Phyllis M. Gilman
Edis Ginsberg
Gershon Ginsburg
Philip Ginsberg
Charles Giner
Jeannette Giner
Edward Gities
Reba Gities
Sherry Hope Gittelman
Samuel Gitterman
Edward Glickman
Lucille Glickman
John Gilkas
Isaac Gold
Maurice G. Gold
Norris Gold
Rebecca Gold
Barbara Goldberg
Marvin Goldberg
Samuel Goldberg
Sidney Goldberg
Simon Goldberg
Todd Jason Goldberg
Winnie Goldberg
Dora Goldblatt
Barbara Fishkin Goldblum
Joseph Samuel Goldblum
Reba Goldblum
Robert David Goldblum
Theodore Goldblum
Bernard B. Goldner
Bernice Goldstein
Evelyn Goldstein
Irvin Goldstein
Jeanette Goldstein
Marvin Goldstein
Nita Goldstein
Philip Goldstein
Samuel Goodman
Sanford M. Goodman
Melvin Goodrich
Harvey M. Gordon
Jennie Gordon
Samuel Gordon
Stanley E. Gordon
Joseph Gorelick
Lena Gorelick
Dora Gottenberg
Dorothy Gottenberg
Morris Gottenberg
Anne Gottlieb
Bettyanne Gray
Donald "Zayda" Gray
Herbert I. Green
Isidor Green
Jerold E. Green
Pauline Green
Ann Greenberg
Louis Greenberg
Michele Greenberg
Renee Greenberg
Stanley Greenberg
Frances Greenhood
Beverly Green Gregson
Irene Grossman
Isaac Grossman
Leon Grossman
Melita Grossman
Sarah S. Grossman
Dorothy Grow
Jerry Mark Guberman
Stanley P. Halbert
Benjamin W. Halpern
Jennie Halpern
Marvin R. Hamburg
Molly Hamburg
Samuel Hamburg
David G. Hammerschlag
Harry P. Hammerschlag
Abraham Harris
Aida Harris
Anna Harris
Diana Harris
Irving Harris
Ruth Harris
William Harris
Ken Heiken
Adolf Heinheimer
Gerd Heinheimer
Lori Heinheimer
Louis Hershman
Rose Hershman
Karl Herzfeld
Mally Herzfeld
David Aaron Heyne
Jay Burton Heyne
Deborah Lynn Hirsch
Johanna Hirsch
Leopold Hirsch
Reba Hirsch
Ruth S. Hirsch
Sam B. Hirsch
Samuel Hirsch
Siegfried Hirsch
William Hirsch
Ethel Hirshhorn
Donald F. Hockman
Leonard Hoffman
Priscilla Hoffman
Sandy Hoffman
Mildred S. Horn
Ruby S. Horn
Harvey L. Hurwitz
Bernard Husin
Mildred Husin
Milton Ingber
Sadie Ingber
Samuel Isaacs
Sarah Isaacs
L. Walter Israel
Leonard A. Jackowski
Pauline Jacobowitz
Sophye Jacobs
Herman Jaslow
Jean Jaslow
Anna Jenoff
Rose Jenoff
Lisa Faye Jochnowitz
Sarah Ruth Jochnowitz
Sidney Jochnowitz
Beula G. Joel
Juliet Jo Jonas
Leo June
Mollie Kahn
Paul Kandel
Bertha Girer Kanes
Donald A. Kapel
Manuel Kaplan
Morris Kaplan
Sarah S. Kaplan
I. Edward Kapner
Hyman Karasik
Shirley Karasik
Audrey Katz
Herbert Katz
Irvin (Chick) Katz
Morris Katz
Rae Dion Katz
Samuel Katz
Thelma Katz
David Kaufman
Adrienne Kaytes
Albert Kaytes
John F. Kennedy
Louis Kessler
John Kilshaw
Sylvia Joyce Kilshaw
Bertha Kirschenbaum
Saul Kirschenbaum
Ethel A. Klein
Paul Klein
Rae W. Klein
Simon S. Klein, Sr.
Zoltan Klein
Edith Kleinman
Sidney Kleinman
Erwin H. Kliger
Jeanette S. Kline
Joseph Klinger
Rose Klinger
Seymour Klipper
Anna Rappaport  
Gail Rappaport  
Harry Rappaport  
Ruth Rappaport  
Lillian Reiner  
Leopold Reiner  
Brian Mitchell Reiss  
Jerry Reiss  
Florence Resnick  
Jack Resnick  
Anna G. Reuben  
Ivanhoe S. Reuben  
Daniel Rhode  
Murray Aaron Rice  
Regina Rich  
Samuel Milton Risler  
Sophie Rivkis  
Eva Rodis  
Mannie Rosen  
Ralph Rosenau  
Burton Rosenberg  
Evelyn Rosenberg  
Emanuel Rosenfeld  
Lester Rosenfeld  
Mary Rosenfeld  
Jack J. Rosenthal  
Mark Rosenthal  
Scott Rosenthal  
Esther Nettis Rosin  
Samuel E. Rosin  
Leonard Ross  
Michael R. Ross  
Henry Rothkopf  
Ina Rothschild  
Edith Copeland Rotman  
Isadore Rotman  
Betty Lou Rubenstein  
Betty R. Rubin  
Herman Rubin  
M. Wallace Rubin  
Mary Fishman Ruche  
Morris Ruche  
Ronald E. Ruche  
Elise B. Rudo  
Arnold Ryave  
Lillian Ryave  
Benjamin Sachs, M.D.  
Bernard Sachs  
Donald H. Sachs  
Eddie Sachs  
Eleanore Weiss Sachs  
Helene Sachs  
Abraham Sacknoff  
Eugene R. Salin  
Lois Jane Salin  
Pearl Salin  
Stanley P. Salin  
Milton Salzberg  
Ruth Salzberg  
Rose Salzberg  
Freda Samuels  
Herman Samuels  
Regina Sauder  
Simon Sauder  
Elaine Schapiro  
Clara Balayti Schauer  
Allene Scheer  
Stella B. Schilansky  
Doris Schlauchman  
Milton Schmidt  
Irene Schor  
Jay S. Schor  
Beth Nicole Schrauger  
Anne Schwartz  
Edith Schwartz  
Herman Schwartz  
Leon Schwartz  
Marlene J. Schwartz  
Phillip Schwartz  
Sadye Schwartz  
Mary Segal  
Reuben L. Segal  
David Segelin  
Theodore Seidel  
Shelly Salaman Selzer  
Rose Seskin  
Ruvim “Bob” Seskin  
Mildred Shafer  
Edward Shapiro  
Eva Shapiro  
Harry Shapiro  
Harry M. Shapiro  
Sidney Shaw  
Benjamin Shecter  
Evel Shectman  
Joseph Shectman  
Barney Sherman  
Eli Sherman  
Fay Sherman  
Herbert Shocker  
Herman S. Shor  
Dave Shore  
Augusta I. Shoulberg  
Isadore Shoulberg  
Annette Shtatman  
Carole Shtatman  
Morrice Shtatman  
Irving R. Shull  
Jean Shulman  
Robert Shulman  
Anita R. Silberman  
Harry Silberman  
David Silver  
Sylvia Silver  
Frances G. Silverberg  
H. Michael Silverberg  
Mary Silverberg  
Solomon Silverberg  
Scott Silverman  
Herbert Simkins  
David Simon  
Harry W. Simon  
Julius Simon  
Minna Simon  
Rebecca K. Simon  
R. Morton Simon  
Helene Perlman Simoni  
Audree Singer  
David Singer  
Harold “Buncy” Singer  
Anna Siroti  
Harry Sisenwine  
Samuel Sitko  
Bart Sklar  
Kenneth Sklar  
Benjamin Sklairoff  
ilene Sklaroff  
Rita Sklaroff  
Morris Skwersky  
Rose Skwersky  
Benjamin Slott  
Gertrude Slott  
Ronald S. Slott  
Hyman Small  
Aaron Schenitz Smith  
Charles K. Smith  
Esther W. Smith  
Rose Apfelbaum Smith  
Morton Smith  
Theresa W. Smith  
Mollie Snyder  
Sarah Snyder  
Lev Ryan Snyderman  
Elaine Sobel  
Branko Solaric  
Abraham Solomon  
Belle G. Solomon  
Dolores P. Solomon  
Jerome Solomon  
Miriam F. Solomon  
Philip G. Solomon  
Simon Solomon  
Jack Paul Sorkin  
Herman Span  
Bernice Spector  
Herbert Spector  
Rhoda Spero  
Morris Spierer  
Goddell Spiller  
Irma Stein  
Morton Stein  
Robert Alan Stein  
Jacq Sall Steinberg  
Helen L. Steinhart  
Carl Steinman  
Bernard Steinman  
Mary Steinman  
Mortis Stern  
Myrmaj Sara Stern  
Ruth Stern  
Donald Stone  
Fanny L. Stone  
Nathan E. Stone  
Fredric M. Sugarman  
Cecelia Suken  
Jacob Sukin  
Irwin Sulitzer  
Charles Sussman  
Kate Elizabeth Svitek  
Alex Szveda  
Bruce Lloyd Talus  
Burton Talus  
Esther Tansky  
Morris Tansky  
Marcel Taransky  
Jack Taransky  
Rose Taransky
Sally Keiner Taub
Anna G. Taylor
R. Francis Taylor
Faustina Tesei
James Tesei
Bernard Till
Harry Till
Albert Titcher
Sara Titcher
Melvin S. Toren
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In the rising of the sun and in its going down, we remember them.

In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, we remember them.

In the opening of buds and in the rebirth of spring, we remember them.

In the blueness of the sky and in the warmth of summer, we remember them.

In the rustling of leaves and in the beauty of autumn, we remember them.

In the beginning of the year and when it ends, we remember them.

When we are weary and in need of strength, we remember them.

When we are lost and sick at heart, we remember them.

When we have joys we yearn to share, we remember them.

So long as we live, they too shall live, for they are now a part of us, as we remember them.

It is for us to remember the distance between life and death
is as close as a kiss
and all our memories
are Your eternal light
created before the sun and the moon and the stars.

And if we remember those who have given us life
of the body or of the soul
and if we let the memories of their strength
flow through our veins and muscles and thoughts
we will have strength enough to inhabit this One moment.
They are a part of me;
And bring you peace in the tender rose and gold of the after-sunset.
I will flood your soul with the flaming radiance of the sunrise,
And make your heart leap with the rhythm of a
I will speak to you out of the wisdom of our sages;
I will soothe you with the drop of rain on the roof;
In the joy of a family
In the smile of a bride and groom under the
I will be reflected from the bright eyes of little children;
Do not come when I am dead
To sit beside a low green mound,
Or bring the first gay daffodils,
Because I love them so,
Or bring the first gay daffodils,
Because I love them so,
For I shall not be there.
You cannot find me there.
Where will I be?
I will be reflected from the bright eyes of little children;
In the smile of a bride and groom under the chupah;
In the flames of Shabbat candles;
In the joy of a family simchah.
I will warm your hands through the glow of the winter fire;
I will soothe you with the drop of rain on the roof;
I will speak to you out of the wisdom of our sages;
And make your heart leap with the rhythm of a horah;
I will flood your soul with the flaming radiance of the sunrise,
And bring you peace in the tender rose and gold of the after-sunset.
All these have made me happy.
They are a part of me;
I shall become a part of them.

---

**

All Rise

O God full of compassion, Eternal Spirit of the universe, grant perfect rest under the wings of Your Presence to our loved ones who have entered eternity. Master of Mercy, let them find refuge for ever in the shadow of Your wings, and let their souls be bound up in the bond of eternal life. The Eternal God is their inheritance. May they rest in peace, and let us say: Amen.

Do not come when I am dead
To sit beside a low green mound,
Or bring the first gay daffodils,
Because I love them so,
For I shall not be there.
You cannot find me there.
Where will I be?
I will be reflected from the bright eyes of little children;
In the smile of a bride and groom under the chupah;
In the flames of Shabbat candles;
In the joy of a family simchah.
I will warm your hands through the glow of the winter fire;
I will soothe you with the drop of rain on the roof;
I will speak to you out of the wisdom of our sages;
And make your heart leap with the rhythm of a horah;
I will flood your soul with the flaming radiance of the sunrise,
And bring you peace in the tender rose and gold of the after-sunset.
All these have made me happy.
They are a part of me;
I shall become a part of them.

---

MOURNER'S KADDISH

Yit-ga-dal ve-yit-ka-dash she-mei ra-ba be-al-ma di-ve-ra
chi-re-u-tei, ve-yam-lich mal-chu-tei be-cha-yei-chon
u-ve-yo-mei-cho-n u-ve-cha-yei- de-chol beit Yis-ra-eil, ba-a-ga-la
u-vi-ze-man ka-riv, ve-i-me-ru: a-mein.

Ye-hei she-me-rab me-va-rach le-al-alam u-le-al-mei al-ma-ya.

Yit-ba-rach ve-yish-ta-bach, ve-yit-pa-ar ve-yit-ro-mam
ve-yit-na-sei, ve-yit-ha-dar ve-yit-a-leh la she-me
de-ku-de-sha, be-rich hu, le-ei-la min kol bi-re-cha-ta
ve-shi-ra-ta, tush-be-cha-ta ve-ne-che-ma-ta, da-a-mi-ran
be-al-ma, ve-l-me-ru: a-mein.

Ye-hei she-la-ma ra-ba min she-ma-ya ve-cha-yim a-lei-nu ve-al kol
Yis-ra-eil, ve-i-me-ru: a-mein.

May the source of peace send peace to all who mourn,
and comfort to all who are bereaved. Amen.
The Ship

I am standing upon the seashore. A ship at my side spreads her white sails to the morning breeze and starts for the blue ocean.

She is an object of beauty and strength, and I stand and watch her until, at length, she is only a speck of white cloud just where the sea and sky meet and mingle with each other. Then someone at my side exclaims, “There, she is gone!”

Gone where? Gone from my sight, that is all. She is just as large in hull and mast and spar as she was when she left my side, and just as able to bear her load of living freight to the place of her destination. Her diminished size is in me, not in her.

And just at the moment when someone at my side says, “She’s gone,” there are other eyes watching for her coming and other voices ready to take up the glad shout, “There, she comes!”

And that is dying.
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